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Abstract
Non-player characters (NPCs) are important for immersion,
but how their character design affects player experience
has received little attention in previous games research.
Related work suggests that NPCs support player identification, which in turn impacts player enjoyment and immersion,
but this has not been explored empirically. In a betweensubjects study, we explored effects of NPC design on player
experience. In particular, we investigated how biological sex
of NPCs and player gender affect identification and NPC
interaction. Our results provide first empirical support for
NPC design supporting player identification, reveal gender
differences in the identification process, and uncover new
research questions regarding mediators of the identification
process.

CCS Concepts
•Applied computing → Computer games; •Software and
its engineering → Interactive games;
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Introduction
Non-player characters (NPCs) are a popular mainstay in
games, and fulfill many different functions for game mechanics, such as conveying information and services, or
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providing combat challenges [16, 36]. Narrative designers
have long claimed that the presence of NPCs supports engagement and immersion, and player identification; this is
supported by research on parasocial interaction in other
media [9, 21, 26]. In turn, identification impacts player experience through enjoyment and immersion [10, 12, 16].
However, while likely, there is little to no empirical evidence
to support the claim that NPCs support player identification.
As a games research community, we know little about how
NPCs (in the narrative roles they embody) affect the player
identification process.
In this work, we explore effects of NPC design on identification and player interaction with NPCs. In particular, we
explore the effects of player gender in relation to NPCs’ portrayed sex and their narrative roles. Through results of a
lab study with a game prototype, we provide the following
contributions to CHI PLAY: (1) Our results show first empirical support for the claim that NPC design supports player
identification. (2) We reveal gender differences in player
identification and interaction with NPCs.
The study contributes to our still sparse understanding of
the role of NPCs in games. We point towards potential mediators of identification; in particular, gaming literacy and
companion NPC interaction emerge as promising factors.

Background
When players become absorbed by a game’s narrative design, it can give rise to immersion [8, 23]. As components
of games’ narrative designs, NPCs are said to be part of
this effect [16]. In television, observation of characters is a
key factor in media enjoyment, mediated through viewers’
individual capacity for being engaged by a narrative [10],
further supporting the importance of NPCs in games [15,
17]. Narrative designers view the development of charac-

ters as particularly important over time, as players become
invested in well-developed characters, which benefits engagement and immersion [21, 26].
NPCs can be classified by their functions for game mechanics, such as acting as vendors, informing about quests or
the narrative of the game, or helping the player [36]. While
research on NPCs in general is sparse, the importance of
believability has received a comparatively large amount of
attention in the literature, because of its hypothesized effect on player immersion [16]. Game design patterns have
been suggested for increased believability of NPCs, which
include displays of awareness regarding the game world
and the dynamic game context, as well as visible effects of
damage to the body, and personal goals or agendas [19].
Narrative Roles NPCs also embody narrative roles,
which are closely related to narrative archetypes known
from literature [4, 27]. Warpefelt & Verhagen emphasized
that NPC design should take care to communicate the characters’ affordances and roles—including narrative roles—
through visual cues [35, 36]. In prior work, we have shown
that players attribute personality traits and roles in game
narratives to NPCs based on visual appearance [28]. Further, Johansson et al. have emphasized the need for NPCs’
narrative design to be consistent within each role to create
an immersive experience [16]. Previous work has pointed
to NPC actions as the most important for character perception; however, visual attributes of NPCs (i.e., appearance)
have been shown to affect player performance [5].
Player Identification Player identification has received
more attention in the literature. Research on avatar design
shows that avatar design and customization options have
significant influence on identification and immersion [20,
31, 32, 33]. Various researchers have showed that identi-
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fication with the player character correlates with game enjoyment [3, 12]. In wishful identification in particular, media
research has found gender differences in how easily people
identify with characters of the same or opposite gender [14].
Game narratives also support player identification; Hefner
et al. also showed that narrative elements facilitate identification [12]. This points towards the importance of NPCs—
as narrative entities— in strengthening player identification,
in particular by providing (para-)social interaction in which
the player can enact their own character’s role [9].
In summary, the literature points towards the potential importance of NPCs in supporting player identification in several ways: through their support of the game narrative as
narrative elements themselves, and by providing interaction affordances for players to enact and embody their own
characters’ narrative roles. However, the research literature
on NPCs is sparse, and our understanding of NPC design
currently limited. In particular, how their traits are perceived
by players, and how this affects player experience in the
form of player identification, is unclear and thus far without
empirical investigation.

Study
Based on the gap in the literature, we explored effects of
NPC design on player experience. In particular, we chose
gender and biological sex as potential influencing factors.
Person perception research has shown that gender and
perceived biological sex are factors in the cognitive process
of impression formation based on looking at and interacting
with other people1 , and virtual agents [2, 18]. Media characters, including NPCs in games, provide a form of social
and parasocial interaction; as such, factors in person per1
Both the observer’s gender and observee’s perceived sex are factors [24].

ception may also be factors in NPC perception. This paper
thus investigates NPC sex and participant gender as potential mediators of the identification process.
We conducted a between-subjects study to explore how
the sex of NPCs and player gender impacts identification
with the player character, the game, and the NPCs. We also
chose a simple measure of interaction with the NPCs to
explore effects on player behaviour. To avoid potential interaction effects of combinations of gender, we exposed players to a game consisting of only-female NPCs or only-male
NPCs, and leave mixed-gender and gender-ambiguous designs for future work.
Research Questions The research questions can be
divided as follows. With a particular focus on player identification, but also in terms of identification with the game and
the NPCs, we wanted to explore the following: Do NPC sex
and participant gender influence identification?
Further, the study investigated a simplistic measure of
player behaviour through participants’ degree of interaction with NPCs, as well as the relationship between NPC
interaction and identification: Do NPC sex and participant
gender predict degree of NPC interaction? Does identification correlate with degree of NPC interaction?

Stimuli
We implemented a prototype game with three NPCs to
each embody a specific narrative role. The prototype consisted of a point and click game, to avoid potential issues
with controls for participants less familiar with video games
(i.e., low to moderate gaming literacy). Six scenes were implemented to follow an overarching plot in order to expose
players to consistent and believable character behaviour
during the game.
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Figure 1: The player character’s
avatar consisted of a ball of light, to
avoid trait or gender associations,
and ensure reliance on the
companion. In this scene, the
mentor teaches the player
character to produce gusts of wind,
in order to interact with the key
above the door.

Figure 2: The NPCs were
designed matched to their
respective narrative roles in
previous work [28].
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The plot involved three NPCs: a mentor, a companion, and
an enemy. The narrative roles in the prototype were designed to exemplify basic narrative archetypes as drawn
from traditional media and literature. There are many typologies of narrative roles [4, 27, 34], but most of them
overlap to include a role that is antagonistic towards the
hero (enemy ), one that is helpful and peer-like (companion), and one that is helpful but also in a position of authority or seniority (mentor ). As such, the mentor archetype
is represented through teaching and dispatching the hero
on their quest [34]: At the beginning of the game, the mentor NPC teaches the player how to interact with the game
world and gives a brief narrative introduction. Players then
have to interact with the companion NPC in order to progress
in the game. The companion archetype aids the hero in
their quest [34]. In the game, the player and companion NPC
solve a series of puzzles together; care was taken to ensure that the player could not solve these puzzles without this help. Eventually, they encounter the enemy NPC
(shadow or villain archetype [34]), who opposes the player
and tries to stop them from achieving their goals.
Character Design The player character was designed
and modelled as a ball of light (see Fig. 1), in order to avoid
gender associations for the avatar, and provide a narrative
reason for relying on the companion to perform certain actions (e.g., activating switches). To ensure that the player
also felt a degree of control, the player character was able
to produce gusts of wind which could be used to interact
with objects in the environment. For the NPCs, we used 3D
character models created in previous work, as their visual
design (based on static images, see Figure 2) was validated
as matching the distinct narrative roles of mentor, companion, and enemy in an online survey [28]. We used Blender
to add rigging, thus rendering the characters animated.

Measures
Demographics Participants’ demographic background
was assessed in the form of age, education, employment,
and gaming habits. We also asked participants to report
gender identity—this item was placed at the end of the
study to avoid potential bias on gameplay behaviour.
Identification Cohen’s identification scale [6] was used
to measure identification. We used items 1 and 2 which
address identification with the media, rephrased to refer to
“playing the game” rather than “viewing program X ”. Items
3–10 were originally used to measure identification with
a specific media character; we used these once referring
to the enemy and once referring to the player character.
For the mentor and companion characters we repeated
items 3–8, thus excluding the two items which target characters with goals (e.g. , “I wanted character X to succeed
in achieving his or her goals”). All identification items were
presented together in randomized order.
Degree of NPC Interaction Interaction with the NPCs
was implemented to be simple, partly to avoid issues of
gaming literacy, and partly to keep the study within a reasonable duration. As such, the study used a simplistic measure for NPC interaction. The game logged the degree of
interaction with each NPC, measured by the number of
clicks the player performed on each character in order to
trigger further actions or dialogue branches.
NPC Perception In our previous work, the NPC designs
had only been validated for their narrative perception based
on static images [28], not on their use as animated characters in a game, which includes factors such as dynamic
body language and narrative embedding. Therefore, we
included items to explore participants’ impression of the
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mentor
companion
enemy

skilled
attractive
wise

intelligent

cooperative

5

4

3

2

1

nice

egoistic

doggedgrim
deceitful
old
naive

Figure 3: The rating of perceived
traits of each role shows distinct
differences.

NPCs, to ensure that the NPCs were still perceived as embodying distinct narrative roles. Participants were asked to
rate the degree to which characters’ visual design matched
their designated narrative roles on a 7-point Likert scale
ranging from strongly disagree (=1) to strongly agree (=7).
Participants also rated to which degree they thought each
character held eleven traits (e.g., intelligent, egoistic, attractive) on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = not at all, 5 = extremely ). The eleven traits were based on our previous survey [28] on the original (visual) NPC designs, in particular,
results regarding which subset of traits (i.e., personality-trait
words [1]) specific narrative roles should embody.
In addition to the above, we used implicit association tests
(IATs) to assess whether participants associated the narrative roles (mentor, companion, and enemy) more closely
with the male or female gender [11]. However, further discussion of this measure are beyond the paper’s scope.
Participants and Procedure
We recruited 50 participants with a median age of 24 (SD=4.41,
IQR=22–26) for the study via mailing lists and flyers in a
university setting. The sample consisted largely of students (92%), most of whom did not yet hold an academic
degree (62%). Most participants reported playing games on
a weekly or daily basis (34% vs. 28%), while 12% reported
that they did not play games at all.
The study was held in a computer pool, with up to five participants in each session. Sessions began with an introduction and consent forms, as well as a questionnaire on their
demographic background (except gender, see below). They
were then asked to complete three implicit association tests
to assess their bias regarding gender and the game’s narrative roles; as mentioned, these results are excluded from
discussion for this paper.

Subsequently, participants played the game (on average
approx. 433 seconds (SD=132.92), or 7.22 minutes) in
one of the NPC variants: either male-NPCs only, or femaleNPCs only. In each study session, all present participants
were presented with the same biological-sex version of the
game, to prevent them from knowing about the other version (seating arrangements also ensured they did not inadvertently see other game screens while playing). This resulted in an even distribution of participants between study
conditions; each game version was played by 25 subjects.
Post-game, participants filled out the questionnaire assessing their identification with the NPCs, the game, and the
player character. Afterwards, they were asked to rate the
characters’ traits and visual design, and offered a chance to
provide feedback through open comments. As a final question, they were asked to report their gender—administered
at the end so as to not bias the IATs. The self-identified
gender distribution consisted of 17 female, 31 male, 2 other
participants (male-NPCs condition: 16 male, 8 female, 1
other; female-NPCs condition: 15 male, 9 female, 1 other).
We excluded the two participants listed as “other” from
gender-related inquiries because the sample size was too
small to support statistically meaningful analyses. Finally,
participants were thanked for their time (approx. 45 min)
and given 5e and a chocolate bar as remuneration.

Results
As a manipulation check, we first explored whether the
characters had been perceived as distinct narrative entities.
The role traits were rated differently for the different narrative roles, see Figure 3. Friedman’s ANOVAs with subsequent Wilcoxon signed-rank tests showed that particularly
the enemy character was perceived as significantly different compared to the mentor and companion. The mentor
and companion characters received significantly different
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ratings for the traits intelligent, wise, naive, and old. For example, a Friedman’s ANOVA showed a significant difference
for the trait wise, F (2)=28.52, p<0.001. Post-hoc analysis
with Bonferroni correction applied showed that the companion (Mdn=2.0, IQR=1–3) was perceived as significantly
less wise than the mentor (Mdn=3.00, IQR=3–4), V =584.5,
p<0.001, r =-0.64, as was the enemy (Mdn=2, IQR=1–3),
V =586.5, p<0.001, r=-0.53.

Figure 4: Correlogram between
the identification values: game
identification and player
identification correlated
significantly with NPC identification
(large effect).

The visual designs received above-neutral median ratings
(mentor: Mdn=6.00, IQR=5–6), companion: Mdn=6.00,
IQR=6–6; enemy: Mdn=5.00, IQR=3–6). Female participants always rated the visual design to fit better than the
male participants, although this difference was only significant in the case of the mentor visual design, t(41.47) =
−2.35, p < .05, r = 0.34. Rating differences of characters’
visual design depending on NPC sex were not significant.
Further, we compared the identification scores for all characters: each NPC role, as well as the player character. A
Friedman’s ANOVA showed a significant difference between
these four identification scores, χ2 (3)=76.58, p<.001.
Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction applied showed
that enemy identification (Mdn=3.0, IQR=2–3.94) was significantly lower than mentor identification (Mdn=4.33, IQR=3.08–
5, difference=56), companion identification (Mdn=4.50,
IQR=3.25–5.08, difference=54.5), and player identification
(Mdn=4.75, IQR=4.25–5.38, difference=107.5), for a critical
difference of 33.02. Player identification scores were significantly higher than mentor identification (difference=51.5)
and companion identification (difference=53).
Overall, the findings confirm that the NPCs were perceived
as distinct characters with appropriate visual design in the
game setting. The player character scored significantly
higher in identification than the NPCs, and the NPCs on
the player’s side scored higher than the enemy. Together

this indicates that the narrative design worked as intended.
Cohen’s Identification Scale The overall game identification elicited positive values for most participants, Mdn=5.5,
IQR=4.5–6.0 (Cronbach’s α=0.78). The internal consistency measure of the NPC identifications reached also
reached acceptable levels (mentor: α=0.91; companion:
α=0.89; enemy: α=0.83), as did player identification (α=0.86).
We first explored how the different identification variables
interrelated. The correlogram in Figure 4 shows that game
identification positively correlated with player identification,
τ =0.50, p<0.001. Game identification also correlated significantly with mentor identification (τ =0.46, p<0.001) and
companion identification (τ =0.44, p<0.001), as well as to a
smaller effect with enemy identification (τ =0.22, p<0.05).
The figure also illustrates a strong correlational triad with
large effect sizes between player and mentor identification
(τ =0.58, p<0.001), player and companion identification
(τ =0.65, p<0.001), and companion and mentor identification (τ =0.66, p<0.001). We next analyzed identification
scores in the context of NPC sex and participant gender as
potential predictors.
Do NPC sex and participant gender influence identification? Using proportional odds logistic regression2 , we
found that NPC sex was not a significant predictor of any
of the identification measures compared to the null model.
However, participant gender significantly predicted game
identification, χ2 (2)=15.48, p<0.001, mentor identification, χ2 (2)=24.37, p<0.001, companion identification,
χ2 (2)=12.67, p<0.01, enemy identification, χ2 (2)=14.35,
p<0.001, and player character identification, χ2 (2)=12.35,
p<0.01. All identification measures were rated higher by
female participants than by male participants, see Table 1.
2

With the R MASS package’s polr function.
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Cohen

Female
Participants
M
SD

Male
Participants
M
SD

game
mentor
comp.
enemy
player

5.97
5.10
4.89
3.57
5.35

4.74
3.64
3.71
2.77
4.40

0.87
0.67
0.81
1.04
0.68

1.20
1.24
1.26
1.01
1.02

Table 1: Gender was a significant
predictor of all identification values.

Cohen
game
mentor
comp.
enemy
player

Same
Gender
M
SD
5.04
3.96
3.71
2.91
4.61

1.22
1.40
1.33
1.10
1.11

Opposite
Gender
M
SD
5.33
4.37
4.51
3.22
4.87

1.28
1.12
1.05
1.06
0.91

Table 2: Same vs. opposite gender
condition significantly predicted
mentor and enemy identification.

Further, we explored whether the playing mode (the combination of NPC sex and participant gender) had an effect
on role identification. For this inquiry, we separated the
data into same-gendered versus opposite-gendered playing conditions, whereby we use the term same-gendered
to indicate that NPC sex matched participant gender, and
opposite-gendered to indicate a mismatch of NPC sex and
participant gender. As such, we are assuming that the majority of participants will follow heteronormative assumptions regarding gender based on sex appearance; we address issues with this assumption in the discussion.
Same vs. opposite gender condition was not a significant
predictor of game identification, companion identification,
or player identification. It was however a significant predictor of mentor identification compared to the null model,
χ2 (2)=6.27, p<0.05. Mentor identification was higher for
participants playing with a character displaying the opposite
sex to their own gender (opposite-gender playing condition),
than those playing with characters whose sex matched their
own gender (same-gender playing condition, see Table 2).
The same was the case for enemy identification, for which
same vs. opposite-gender condition was also a significant
predictor compared to the null model, χ2 (2)=8.80, p<0.05.
Gameplay Interaction with NPCs NPC interaction differed wildly between narrative roles, which of course also
depends on the different degrees of narrative exposure of
players to the characters. Players had more interactions
with the companion (M=10.36, Mdn=9, IQR=7–13) than the
mentor (M=3.43, Mdn=1, IQR=0–2). As there was no explicit enemy fighting mechanic, players were not required to
click on the enemy, yielding to a minimum of logged interaction (M=0.11, Mdn=0, IQR=0–0) despite exposure to the
character in multiple scenes. However, because the participants were less exposed to the enemy in comparison to the

mentor and companion, we excluded this character from
the following analyses. It should be noted that the results
must also be considered in the context of a difference in
narrative exposure between the companion and the mentor:
the latter was shown less.
Do NPC sex and participant gender predict degree of NPC
interaction? Wilcoxon rank sum tests showed that NPC
sex did not result in different degrees of NPC interaction.
A Wilcoxon-signed rank test showed that there was no significant difference in mentor interaction based on participant gender, either. However, male participants (Mdn=8.00,
IQR=7–10.75) interacted with the companion significantly
less than female participants (Mdn=13, IQR=7–15.5), Z =132,
p<0.05. The combination thereof (same- vs. oppositegender playing condition) yielded no significant differences
for degree of mentor interaction (same-gender : Mdn=1,
IQR=0–5; opposite-gender : Mdn=1, IQR=0–1) or companion interaction (same-gender : Mdn=9, IQR=7–12.5;
opposite-gender : Mdn=8, IQR=7–13).
Does identification correlate with degree of NPC interaction? Interaction with the companion did not correlate significantly with companion identification, nor did interaction
with the mentor correlate significantly with mentor identification. However, companion interaction did correlate significantly with game identification, τ =0.22, p<0.05 (albeit
not player identification). Mentor interaction correlated with
neither game nor player identification.

Discussion
We first discuss the results in detail to explore how the
study informs our understanding of how NPC sex and player
gender may influence identification and NPC interaction.
Subsequently, we describe design suggestions and future
research questions that emerge from our findings.
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Narrative Design Affects Identification The results confirm what is suggested by the existing literature: that player
identification and game identification correlate. While a previous study has emphasized the potential importance of
narrative elements in facilitating identification [12], NPC
identification as a mediator of game and player identification thus far had no empirical support. The results support
this hypothesis. Further, the strong correlational ties between player, mentor, and companion identification emphasize the importance of good narrative design for NPCs to
support the player’s identification with their avatar. Future
work will have to explore whether this relationship is causal,
i.e., whether NPC identification actively contributes to player
identification.
Opposite Vs. Same-Gender Playing Condition The
results show that NPC sex did not predict any of the identification values; whether or not the NPCs were designed
to look male or female had no influence on whether or not
participants identified with the player character, any of the
NPCs, or the game itself. It should be noted that our findings are based on a non-humanoid avatar; results might
have differed if the player avatar had displayed a humanoid
design with apparent biological sex.
However, NPC sex did have an effect on identification in
combination with participant gender. Whether or not people played in same-gender or opposite-gender conditions
affected mentor identification and enemy identification. Both
of these were higher for the opposite-gender condition. For
some narrative roles, it may be worth adapting the NPC sex
to accommodate an opposite-gender playing condition, if
identification with these roles is a goal. However, it should
be noted that game identification and player identification
were not affected by this variable. Future work will again
have to explore whether effects on game identification and

player identification might occur if the player avatar is designed to convey gender.
Identification as a Function of Gaming Literacy? Participant gender predicted all identification measures. Female participants consistently showed significantly higher
identification with the game, all NPCs, and the player character. This could imply that women more readily identify
with game characters; this would be in line with existing research on gender differences in empathetic responses [22].
Media studies outside of games have also discovered gender differences for character identification [13, 14]. The results could be a side effect of gender differences in survey
responses (female participants are generally more likely to
fill out voluntary surveys [30], as such there may also be a
difference in how enthusiastically they are filled out), or a
genre effect: the point’n’click genre is similar in pace and
mechanics to casual puzzle simulation games, RPGs, and
interactive dramas, all of which have relatively high female
gamer percentages [37].
More likely, however, this finding could have occurred due
to one of the two following aspects: we propose that identification may be mediated by gaming literacy or companion
interaction. In our sample, male participants were more
likely to report playing daily or weekly (70.97%) than female
participants (41.18%). Greater gaming experience may extend to players being less impressed by the narrative and
visual design of a prototype, and instead expecting more
complex and extensive character development and game
design, thus leading to lower identification. Alternatively, the
finding could stem from the differences in NPC interaction,
as described in the following.
Game Identification Through Companion Interaction?
The results also showed that game identification correlated
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significantly with companion interaction – and male participants interacted with the companion significantly less than
female participants. Potentially, companion interaction (or
more generally, interaction with a positive NPC) is particularly important for identification, and the difference in identification reflects that female participants interacted with the
companion NPC more than male participants.
Further, this effect may emphasize the importance of interaction options with NPCs in the narrative role of companion.
Self-determination theory (SDT) posits relatedness as an
intrinsic human need [7]; in the games context, research
has provided support for the hypothesis that fulfilling this
need leads to player enjoyment and motivation [29, 25]. As
such, the correlation between game identification and companion interaction may be an effect of this narrative role’s
ability to accommodate and satisfy this need.
Future work will have to explore which reason is most likely
for the difference in identification. If identification is particularly high for female players because of the genre, then
perhaps games of this genre should consider marketing
increasingly towards female players. At the same time, perhaps male gamers require more support in the identification
process. In terms of research, it reiterates the importance
of balanced gender and gaming literacy distributions, particularly when exploring topics of NPCs and identification.
In future work, we will explore further how interaction with
positive NPCs affects the identification process.
Effects on Degree of NPC Interaction The NPC sex
had no effect on the degree of NPC interaction. Interestingly, participant gender did yield a difference in companion interaction: male participants interacted with the companion NPC significantly less than female participants. As
speculated above, this finding is a potential factor in the

higher identification values reported by female participants.
This difference in companion interaction did not occur in
combination with NPC sex: same-gender vs. oppositegender condition did not influence NPC interaction.
It should be noted that our measure of the degree of NPC
interaction was very simplistic. Given more extensive measures, such as measuring different types of interaction
through dialogue choices, the NPC sex may have an effect on player interaction with that NPC after all. As shown
by Bowey et al., effects of sexist content in games depends
on player attitudes much more so than player gender [3]. As
such, the narrative framing of NPC interactions might also
mediate this process, i.e., the NPC sex may affect player
interaction and experience depending on the individual
player’s attitudes towards gender roles. We also point out
that, given that clicks on the NPC were used to trigger additional dialogue branches, NPC interaction as a dependent variable may in fact be a stand-in for a preference for
dialogue-heavy narrative or exposition.
Limitations
The study results should be considered in the context of the
limitations of the prototype and the choice of measures. As
the study was based on a single, custom-built prototype,
the generalizability of results will have to be explored in future work. It would be interesting to explore these research
questions in a more polished game, or in different genres
and with different narrative roles.
Further, we explored only single-sex constellations of NPCs;
future work will have to explore effects of mixed-sex playing
conditions. Moreover, we based our study design on the
assumption that most participants would follow heteronormative expectations, i.e., applying gender biases to NPCs
displaying a biological sex that matches that gender. We
have no way of verifying to what degree this expectation oc-
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curred. It would be interesting to conduct a similar follow-up
study with the addition of NPCs designed to appear androgynous/ambiguous in terms of biological sex. Further,
our study also displays the common issue of having to exclude participants that reported a gender identity other than
female or male, due to validity issues arising from the low
number of that subset of participants. Our recruiting did not
yield many participants that identified as non-binary; we
hope to address this in future work by conducting studies
online and reaching out to non-binary gendered participants
explicitly. This would be particularly important if future work
also explores more ambiguous gender designs.
In terms of the other measures, the use of Cohen’s identification questionnaire (originally designed for TV shows)
could be improved through substitution with or development
of an identification questionnaire designed explicitly for
games. We attempted to constrain this measure by calculating Cronbach’s alpha for these scales, and achieved adequate results. However, a dedicated questionnaire may be
able to better capture the interactive nature of the medium.
Moreover, as mentioned, the interaction was measured in
a very simplistic manner. Given the finding that even click
interaction can show significant differences in players’ interaction with NPCs, we recommend more detailed measures
for this aspect in future work.
Finally, the findings point towards a question of whether
the gender differences measured for identification were a
result of gaming literacy or of differences in companion interaction. First, the results must be considered in light of
different degrees of screen exposure of each NPC. In future
research, we will also design a prototype with more comparable game exposure to all NPCs, and will aim to recruit
participants with more balanced gaming experience between genders to investigate whether this changes results.

Conclusion
In this work, we have explored effects of NPC sex and
player gender on player identification and interaction with
NPCs. This research provides empirical support for theories on how NPCs support player identification, which
was thus far a hypothetical claim. In our study, identification with NPCs and the game itself correlated significantly
with player identification. This also supports the need for
further research on narrative design of NPCs and its effect
on player experience.
Further, the findings show that identification with NPCs is
affected by the playing condition, i.e., the combination of
NPC sex and player gender. The study also revealed gender differences in identification and NPC interaction. These
aspects invite future research on whether identification is
mediated by gaming literacy or interaction with NPCs that
fulfill the narrative role of companion.
Overall, the results emphasize the importance of narrative
design of NPCs and its potential effects on player experience through identification and player interaction. We hope
that this work will spark further research on this topic.
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